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Romans 1:16–25 For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God 
for salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek. 17For 
in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith for faith, as it is written, “The 
righteous shall live by faith.” 
 
18For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and 
unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness suppress the truth. 19For 
what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. 
20For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have 
been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have 
been made. So they are without excuse. 21For although they knew God, they did 
not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their 
thinking, and their foolish hearts were darkened. 
 
22Claiming to be wise, they became fools, 23and exchanged the glory of the 
immortal God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals and 
creeping things. 24Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts to 
impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies among themselves, 25because they 
exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped and served the creature 
rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen.  
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The Fundamental Failure of Western Culture 
Romans 1:16-32 

 
What is the most common complaint you hear about Christianity? Many accusations 

are loudly voiced in our culture. Christianity is oppressive, and Christians are 
racist, sexist, and hate LGBTQ people. Christianity promotes violence. 
Christians believe in a book of myths and primitive ideas, totally disproven 
by Science. Christianity ridiculously claims there is only one true faith and 
condemns to hell anyone who doesn’t conform. Not all people would say it so 
vindictively, but many wonder if God isn’t really the way atheist Richard 
Dawkins described him: “The God of the Old Testament is arguably the most 
unpleasant character in all fiction: jealous and proud of it; a petty, unjust, 
unforgiving control-freak; a vindictive, bloodthirsty ethnic cleanser; a 
misogynistic, homophobic, racist, infanticidal, genocidal, pestilential, 
megalomaniacal, sadomasochistic, capriciously malevolent bully.” 

Those are hard words. Yet the questions they imply circulate among us all the time, 
sometimes asked belligerently, sometimes defensively, sometimes in sincere 
doubt, sometimes as a desperate cry of the heart. This summer we’re going to 
explore some of those questions, trying to give reasonable and compassionate 
answers. In addition to Scripture, our guide is going to be a book by Rebecca 
McLaughlin, called “Confronting Christianity.”  The subtitle is “12 Hard 
Questions for the World's Largest Religion.” Each week we’ll ask one 
question and explore the social and personal implications of the question, and 
the Biblical response. For example, on June 13th we’ll ask “How Can You Say 
There’s Only One True Faith?” On June 20th “Doesn’t Religion Cause 
Violence.” On July 4th “Doesn’t Christianity Denigrate Women?” and so on.  

This week, though, I want to lay some groundwork. I just  read The Rise and Triumph 
of the Modern Self  by Carl Trueman. He sees our culture’s hot-button issues 
and these challenges to Christianity as stemming from one underlying modern 
disease, in which we deny any external source of truth and goodness in favor 
of self-definition and self-expression. What I’ll do today is relate Carl 
Trueman’s analysis in Rise and Triumph to the Apostle Paul’s analysis in 
Romans 1 to see that the rejection of God leads to the rise and triumph of self. 

Trueman’s book traces the modern history of an idea. Prior to the 1700’s or so 
Western culture was what Philip Reiff calls a “second world.” First, second 
and third worlds, in Reiff’s terms, don’t have anything to do with economic 
development or geography. Rather, they refer to a type of culture.  
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First worlds and second worlds recognize an external authority that reveals good and 

bad, truth and falsehood and tells individuals what their morality should be. 
First worlds are what we would call pagan, but that does not mean they lack 
moral codes rooted in something greater than themselves. The witness of God 
in creation and conscience is seen and known, but they end up attributing these 
things to a pantheon of gods, to myths or legends or idols. Yet they recognize 
an external source of truth and goodness. Second worlds have a world view 
more clearly grounded in faith. Trueman says “The obvious example is 
Christianity. The Christian faith shaped the cultures of the West in an 
incalculably deep way. Laws were rooted in the will of God revealed in the 
Bible. Concepts of justice and mercy were shaped by the Bible’s teaching.”  

“First and second worlds have moral and cultural stability because their foundations 
lie in something beyond themselves.” Third worlds, in contrast, do not root 
culture or social order or moral imperatives in anything sacred. They cannot 
justify moral choices on the basis of something outside themselves. Reiff and 
Trueman conclude that our culture is a third worldview culture. Self has 
replaced God as the source of authority or authenticity.  

Charles Taylor, in his 2007 book A Secular Age calls this view “expressive 
individualism,” “the understanding that each of us has his or her own way of 
realizing our humanity, and that it is important to find and live out one’s own 
way, rather than surrendering to conformity with a model imposed on us from 
outside, by society, or the previous generation, or religious or political 
authority.” This viewpoint has been endorsed by the U. S. Supreme Court. In 
Planned Parenthood vs. Casey the majority said “At the heart of liberty is the 
right to define one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, 
and of the mystery of human life.” A few weeks ago in the Sermon on the 
Mount we said “the majority of practicing Christians in America believe the 
purpose of life is to look inside to define yourself and then pursue your deepest 
desires.” Being true to yourself is not based on an external standard of truth 
or goodness, but is based on what feels right, regardless of the cultural, 
religious, or sexual norms that are cast aside.  

This attitude celebrates self-focus rather than outward focus. I’m not saying this 
always leads to evident selfishness – sometimes what you find within is a good  
cause or a sense of compassion. But you are still doing it for self-fulfillment, 
to achieve your vision of yourself and your design. This radical shift from 
looking up for authentication and identity, as first and especially second 
worldview cultures do to looking within, as our culture does, is the 
fundamental failure of Western culture.  
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This should not surprise us. When the apostle Paul gave his core description of the 

trouble with humanity he said the fundamental failure of human culture was a 
turn from God to self. This is Romans chapter 1, and we’ll begin by reading 
verses 18-21, humanity’s rejection of God. Paul says 18For the wrath of God 
is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, 
who by their unrighteousness suppress the truth. 19For what can be known 
about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. 20For his 
invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have been 
clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have 
been made. So they are without excuse. 21For although they knew God, they 
did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their 
thinking, and their foolish hearts were darkened. 

The word “for” in verse 18 points back to God’s revelation of the Gospel in verses 
16-17. We’re going to come back to those verses at the end of this message, 
by which time we’ll need some good news. But verse 17 tells us that the 
righteousness of God is revealed in the Gospel by which he saves us. Verse 
18 tells us that in the absence of the Gospel what is revealed from God is his 
wrath or anger over our sin, our unrighteousness. This is not ‘fly-off-the-
handle’ type anger, but a settled opposition to the sin of all people in all 
cultures. Verse 18 “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all 
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness 
suppress the truth.” Ungodliness is the refusal to give God the reverence and 
respect he deserves. Unrighteouness is wickedness, the refusal to live in the 
ways God has said are right and good. These things characterize all cultures. 

This unrighteousness is first seen when people suppress the truth about God: “For 
what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to 
them.” How has he shown it? Verse 20 “For his invisible attributes, namely, 
his eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly perceived, ever since 
the creation of the world, in the things that have been made.” Creation 
proclaims God, proclaims his power, wisdom and creativity. It always has. It 
always will. Even in a culture where the truth is thoroughly suppressed by the 
loud fictions of evolution, things keep coming up that show the beautiful 
complexity of creation’s design. For me the increasingly recognized 
complexity in the life of a cell is a tremendous example. It looks like no step-
by-step process could make a working cell. It had to happen all at once.  Given 
this witness in creation, Paul says, we are without excuse. “For although they 
knew God, they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but they 
became futile in their thinking, and their foolish hearts were darkened.”  
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This is the key point from these first few verses. Every culture finds ways to turn 

from honoring God and giving thanks to him. It was true of Adam and Eve in 
the Garden, it was true in the days of Noah. It was true of the culture that built 
the tower of Babel. It was true of the Canaanites in Abraham’s day. It was true 
of the Egyptians. It was true in the time of the Judges: “everyone did what 
was right in their own eyes.” It was true of the kings of Judah and Israel. It 
was true of the Babylonians, Greeks, Romans. From creation these people 
knew about God, some had God’s Word. Yet they didn’t give him the honor 
he deserves, did not give him first place in their hearts, did not give thanks. 
But to reject the truth of God is to reject reality. It is to embrace futility, 
because your world view no longer corresponds to reality. It is to know 
darkness in your heart, because you have despised the light he has given.  

In terms of Trueman’s book and Philip Reiff’s description of three world views, to 
suppress the truth about God is to move from the second world view to the 
third, from acknowledgement of God to acknowledging only self. Trueman 
sees the rise and triumph of the self in our culture that no longer accepts 
definitions of truth and goodness from God, but only from within. Even if we 
acknowledge the existence of God, we see defining ourselves as perfectly 
normal and right. Trueman says “When it comes to how we think of ourselves, 
we are all expressive individualists now, and there is no way we can escape 
from this fact. It is the essence of the world in which we have to live and of 
which we are a part.” Making your own choices to achieve what works for 
you is the water we swim in. We no more notice it than a fish notices the water 
in the fish tank. It’s just there, it is what we move through, what we take in.  

Take consumerism as an example. We are convinced that you should be able to go 
to the store and buy what works for you, or if that doesn’t work at least order 
it on Amazon and get it the day after tomorrow. You choose your own phone, 
your own shampoo, your own car, your own style, your own Netflix series. 
You express yourself by these choices. Ignore the fact that advertising and 
product production and peer pressure means that we all choose much the same 
thing: you still feel you’ve expressed yourself. But isn’t that the same flawed 
mentality that convinces us that we should be able to choose the religion that 
works for us, or the church that works for us, or the stance on abortion that 
works for us or the sexual identity that works for us? It is. 

So the first point is that God designed a world in which his existence would be seen 
and his authority accepted. But our culture has rejected this revelation and 
chosen self-authority. We’ve all become expressive individualists, swimming 
in the dirty water of this tank. Look what God says happens when we put 
ourselves at the center and God on the periphery. Romans 1:21-25 
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For although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, 

but they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish hearts were 
darkened. 22Claiming to be wise, they became fools, 23and exchanged the glory 
of the immortal God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals 
and creeping things. 24Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts 
to impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies among themselves, 25because 
they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped and served the 
creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen.  

These verses show the downward spiral of humanity and of every human culture that 
comes into existence. First a culture suppresses the truth of God. But that 
causes them to become futile in their thinking, dark in their hearts. They see 
their own thoughts as the measure of wisdom, but “claiming to be wise they 
become fools.” They “exchange the glory of the immortal God for images 
resembling mortal man and birds and animals and creeping things.” First 
worldview cultures tend to have visible idols: the animal/human gods of the 
Egyptians; the bulls and beasts of the Canaanites; the pantheon of the Greeks 
and Romans, images resembling mortal men in their virtues and their flaws. 

In later cultures, especially those influenced by monotheism, the nature of idols is 
more inward. People put material possessions, power, family, safety or sexual 
gratification ahead of God. These things are idolatry, and in third worldview 
cultures like ours, the idolatry begins to coalesce around self. Paul describes 
this in verse 25 “they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped 
and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever!” We 
are the creature, the created thing that we chose to worship. This is a self focus 
that has no reference point in the creator. Almost always this final distancing 
from God is accompanied by sexual sin. Verse 24 “Therefore God gave them 
up in the lusts of their hearts to impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies 
among themselves.” God’s design for sexuality is a powerful and good, but 
this power means that selfism often expresses itself in sinful sexual practices. 

The strength of Carl Trueman’s book is that it traces the ever steepening downward 
spiral of these things in our culture. He starts way back with Rousseau in the 
1700’s. Rousseau said that a natural man, apart from the influence of others, 
is good and pure, but society corrupts this individual, conforming him or her 
to an external standard, creating competition, jealousy, and strife. Self is the 
good guy. External authority is the bad guy. Sound familiar?  The next step is 
the elevation, almost worship, of personal feelings as seen in the poets and 
writers of the Romantic period, like Wordsworth and Shelley. Their literature 
allowed ordinary people to buy into the idea that the most important element 
in any situation is how it makes me feel. Again, very familiar sounding.  
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These things lay the foundation for a self-actualized world view. Trueman says “If 

individuals today, be they avid sports fans, consumers, or transgender people, 
place an inner sense of psychological well-being at the heart of how they 
conceptualize happiness, then they stand in a cultural line that includes 
Rousseau and the Romantics.” 

Next Trueman considers some of the big-name culture influencers of the last 200 
years and shows how Charles Darwin, Karl Marx and Friedrich Nietzsche 
have influenced the shift in our culture. All three contributed to the idea that 
human nature is plastic, that we can be who or whatever we want to be. 
Trueman says “the most striking characteristic of today’s understanding of 
what it means to be human is not its sexual content but rather its fundamental 
plasticity. Modern man is a plastic person, a figure whose very psychological 
essence means that he can (or at least thinks he can) make and remake personal 
identity at will.” Darwin contributes to this idea by unhinging human nature 
from creation. We are not made in the image of anything but are the plastic 
products of chance and time. Trueman says “having no God-given destiny, 
they have no transcendent ethical standards, either laws or virtues, to which 
they need to conform themselves.”  

Marx, agrees. He says that human nature is formed by the interaction of opposing 
forces. An industrialized society will shape human nature into the oppressors 
and the oppressed. Trueman gives an example: “we might say that it is of the 
nature of human beings to desire money; we might even say this is a human 
distinctive . . . but that desire can only exist in a world in which money is 
already present. Prior to the development of money, such desire was no part 
of what it meant to be human.” Marx posits a world in which the competing 
claims of the oppressed and the oppressor will lead to a new kind of human, 
the communist. Further, Marx relegates God and religion to the role of an 
opiate for the masses. No longer an external reality defining human nature, 
God is a convenient fiction that lets the masses to be content in their suffering. 

Nietzsche went further than either Marx or Darwin in unhinging humanity from God. 
He famously claimed that God was dead, then tried to force atheists to accept 
the implications of that belief. If God is dead there is no basis for right or 
wrong, for morality or even integrity. Instead, plastic humanity is all about 
power, about some becoming ‘supermen,’ by oppressing and ultimately 
eliminating the ‘undermen.’ Nazi Germany, of course, is the most infamous 
attempt to put this theory into practice. But this philosophy infiltrates into 
everyday life. Trueman says “Nietzsche, sophisticated thinker that he is, is 
really giving a critical account of what we might express in the popular jargon 
of our time as ‘Be whoever you want to be, and do whatever works for you.’” 
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A fourth thinker, Sigmund Freud, tied this thinking to sexual identity. Of course he 

wasn’t the first. In Romantic writers “we find early examples of the modern 
identification of sexual freedom with authentic human freedom in general.” 
To be human, our culture says, you have to be sexually expressive and free.  
Freud “sciencifys” that by saying that our individual development is not 
shaped by external norms such as truth and goodness, but by psychological 
forces. Psychology, in Freud’s theory, was all about sexual development, from 
infancy. His theory has been almost entirely debunked, but this move from 
understanding sex as an activity to seeing it as fundamental to identity is partly 
a result of his influence. Trueman says “Freud provided a compelling rationale 
for putting sex and sexual expression at the center of human existence in a 
way that now grips the social imaginary of the Western world.” 

In that quote Trueman uses a phrase I want to pull out and focus on as we move 
toward wrapping this up. The phrase is “social imaginary,” which is just the 
way we think the world works. You may be sitting there thinking “almost 
nobody I know has ever read Freud, or Nietzsche, Marx or Darwin. How can 
they be so important?” It’s a good question. Almost nobody reads these 
people. But as I said before, our cultural view of identity is the water we swim 
in. That water has been tainted by these intellectual trends, just as the water in 
a fish tank is tainted by the droppings of the fish. Our social imaginary trickles 
down from these thinkers. We used to live with a second world view, of God 
as creator of human beings in his image, and the source of truth, redemption 
and goodness. But the conceits of these thinkers and writers have become 
reality for us. Self-definition and self-expression are the way the world works.  

Against this stands God’s Word, the revelation of the creator and the communication 
of what mankind really is, what people really need. Paul calls it ‘the Gospel.’ 
We’ve seen in verses 18-21that people are without excuse, for “what can be 
known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them.” God 
designed the world to witness to himself. But through self-delusion, culture 
has blinded itself. Verse 21 “For although they knew God, they did not honor 
him as God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and 
their foolish hearts were darkened. 22Claiming to be wise, [as the social 
imaginary always does] they became fools . . . they exchanged the truth about 
God for a lie and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator.” 
That’s the essence of our culture. That’s the failure of Western culture. How 
do we respond to this? How do fish escape from the water they live in? Paul 
tells us in verses 16 and 17: For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the 
power of God for salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also 
to the Greek. 17For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith for 
faith, as it is written, “The righteous shall live by faith.”  
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The Gospel, the good news about Jesus, is the power of God for salvation, for rescue 

from this mess we’re in. In the Gospel we find a radically God-centered way 
to be freed from the catastrophic, sinful, rebellious myth of our time. In the 
Gospel we exchange the lie of man for the truth about God and worship and 
serve the creator. The Gospel tells us that salvation comes through the birth, 
life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. In his birth Jesus left heaven to 
enter our fishtank, endured the filth of the water we swim in. In his life he 
showed what a radical God-centeredness looks like “I always do the will of 
my Father,” He shared truth and showed goodness, both of which oppose self-
centered humanism. He said “love the lord your God and love your neighbor.” 
But it was by his death as a sacrifice and a substitute that he rescued. The God 
of the universe paid the price and penalty of our rebellion that we might not 
walk in the futility of darkened hearts, suppressed truth and futile thinking. 
Because he paid the price of our sin, we are forgiven and made new, renewed 
in the image of our creator. And because he rose from the dead, victorious 
over sin and Satan and death itself, we can live now in a radically God 
centered way, given resurrection from death and eternal life out of the fish 
tank, in the pure water of the presence of God.  

Most of you will have heard of Nicolaus Copernicus, the Polish astronomer who 
formulated the radical theory that the Earth revolves around the Sun. In his 
day it was assumed that all the stars and planets moved around the earth. But 
by postulating that the Sun was at the center of these motions, the system was 
radically simplified, allowing the development of what we now call classical 
physics. This was the Copernican revolution. What I’m proposing today as we 
begin our study of the questions our culture is asking of Christianity is that we 
begin with a Copernican revolution of our own thinking. Rather than trying to 
answer the culture within its own idea of self-definition and self-expression, 
we need to answer from the revolutionary reality of God as the center and 
source of all things, of all truth and of all goodness. 

But before we can do that, we have to have a Copernican revolution of the heart. We 
have to turn from self as the center of our universe to God as the center of the 
universe. The Gospel offers us the opportunity to find salvation. not by faith 
in ourselves and our own self-righteousness, but faith in God. To find our 
well-being, our flourishing, not within ourselves but in God. For, as Paul says 
in Romans 1:17, the righteous shall live by faith. You and I can answer the 
questions that are being asked by this culture, but only from this radically 
transformed place of having Christ at the center and self at the periphery. Only 
then, when we are no longer breathing the water and drinking the Kool Aid of 
the culture can we hope to provide the answers it needs. 


